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-WILD GEESE DRAWN
TO KENTUCKY LAKE
BY PLANTING OF RYE
Princetonians who have
been intrigued the last several nights by large numbers
of wild geese going over
town got the answer when
Edward Ray, State wildlife
supervisor for western Kentucky, told the Kiwanis Club
Wednesday that the big
waterfowl were attracted by
rye growing around Kentucky Lake. Mr. Ray said he
had planted 100 bushels of
rye, in the hope of drawing
geese to the big new body
of water ... and said there
is exceptional hunting on the
lake now, at least 1,000 wild
geese having stopped at one
point, to his knowledge.

Tigers Will Try
For Third Victory
At Morganfield

HE CAUGHT 'EM IN ARKANSAS

Cash Reelected
Mayor In Close
Race With Russell

GEORGIANS COME TO
KENTUCKY TO WATCH
VOTE MACHINES WORK
(By Associated Press)
Lexington — A delegation
from Atlanta, including City
Attorney J. C. Murphy,
spent the day in Lexington
today to observe a votingmachine election. Murphy
said the City of Atlanta was
contemplating installation of
voting machines. All Lexington and Fayette county'
precincts are equipped with'
the machines.

Four On Conservative,
Two On People's Ticket
Win Places On
New Council

Squad Played Best
Game Of Season To
Win, 20-0, From
Sturgis Bears

Sweep Is Made
For First Time
In Fifty Years
Stevens Again Leads
Ticket; Satterfield
Defeats Sigler In
Closest Contest
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Greater opportunity for service than
any of their predecessors ever had is that
which awaits the newly chosen City officials; and perhaps the citizens of Princeton are more aware, in these days of
rapidly changing conditions, of things
which require improvement than ever
before.
Appeals for support published in the
campaign which has just ended gave
numerous pledges of candidates for mayor
and councilman indicating these gentlemen knew of conditions which cry for
correction. Chief among these, we think,
are better sewerage disposal, a filtration
plant for the waterworks, better fire
fighting equipment and a larger personnel in this department, better enforcement of ordinances for the protection
and health of the public, street and sidewalk modernization ...in short, a forward looking progressive administration
of the city's affairs which will enable
Princeton to grow and prosper in accord-

;
MANCHURIA -

•

ance with the deserts of her people.
We can have many improvements in
Princeton under the newly elected City
Fathers... if the people will demand
them. Of course we must furnish the
money, if we are to have costly additions
to municipal services or major improvements in city plants; but this can be,
in large measure, taken care of if assessments are more fairly levied and taxes
and bills for services rendered are collected from all alike.
Cash balances in the bank are all very
well but what the people get, for the tax
money paid in, is the real question involved when we consider how well our
public officials perform their sworn duties.
The Leader congratulates the new City
officials upon their election and their
large opportunities for service to the
ctizens of the community; and pledges
to them its fullest cooperation in all efforts toward civic improvement here.

50 cents and now sell at 37 cents; butter
was 78 cents and today sells at 60 cents;
bananas were 14 cents and now sell for
11 cents a pound; lard was 42 cents, just
twice what it is today. Clothing prices
had increased 200 percent by June 1920,
and this tinie they have shown a 44 percent increase. These figures are from
the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
In May, 1920, came the inevitable collapse. More than 106 thousand businesses went into bankruptcy. Factory
payrolls fell off 44 percent. Corporation
profits disappeared. During the 3 years
following, 450 thousand farmers lost their
farms through foreclosure.
This same pattern, in a greater or lesser degree, has repeated itself after each
major war for the last 500 years. There
are some who gay the aftermath of war
has caused as much human misery as war
itself. Because many people are familiar
with this postwar pattern, they are wondering whether we can avoid disaster this
time.
Many people believe we can because
for the first time we have a plan that is
working. For over 3 years OPA, with
the cooperation of the majority of our
citizens, has held the line on prices
against tremendous pressure.
The cost of living has increased about
30 percent since September, 1939. During
the same period of World War I it increased over 106 percent. A recent Gallup poll indicated that three of four people feel prices should be held firmly in
line for the present.
The real test will come in the next few
months. If we fail it may mean calamity for our nation. If we buy sanely and
carefully, with due regard for ceiling
prices, we may enjoy one of the greatest
periods of prosperity this nation has ever
•een.
It depends on each and every individual.
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Tomorrow - - Prosperity or Depression?
Our nation has traveled some new
roads since Pearl Harbor; now what lies
ahead? No one can possibly know. Some
experts predict devastating deflation over
a period of the next 12 months, with 12
to 15 million unemployed. Others feel
present inflationary pressures will continue without let-up in most fields for
many, many months to come. Others
take a middle ground and suggest that
inflationary and deflationary pressures in
the next year or so are likely to follow
the same pattern that they followed after
World War I.
To attempt to decide definitely at this
time what is going to happen in the next
few months is impossible, because the
decision is not in the hands of any individual or small group in the Government or out. The outcome will be decided by individual actions of the majority of our 138 million citizens. And
many of these are frankly worried about
the future.
They know what happened in the same
period after the armistice in 1918. There
was the same period of readjustment and
indecision. Then seven months later people began to realize a boom was in full
swing. Prices which had held steady or
dropped a little suddenly started to increase rapidly. Manufacturers started to
bid against each other for raw materials.
Wholesalers and retailers were forced
into a wild scramble for merchandise.
The consumer paid the bill as prices
soared.
For 13 months prices kept climbing as
consumers, including farmers, labor, and
the salaried worker, bid for goods. Then
those who were bidding against each
other ran out of money and others would
not, or could not, pay such high prices.
Let's take a look at a few of those 1919
and 1920 peak prices; Flour 88 cents for
10 pounds; bread 11.9 cents a loaf;round
steak 45 cents, as compared to the present
price of 40 cents; pork chops then were

New Drug Labels: WHAT THEY'MEAN

-

Newly Elected City Officials
Have Great Opportunity

CHINA 0

By Frank Carey
Washington — The Food and
Drug Administration is eliminating double-talk in the labeling of items that get into the
family medicine chest.
New regulations effective Oct.
10 for all medicines procurable
at a drug store provide:
1. If a.medicine is safe for selfmedication, the label on the bottle or box must contain full directions explaining what the
the product is good for, how
much to take, when and how.

Pennyrile Postscripts

•I

OTHER EDITORS SAY

Parental Delinquency Big Factor
The orthodox theory concerning juvenile delinquency, its cause and cure—and
perhaps the soundest single theory, at
that—apparently is getting a chance in
the Jefferson County Juvenile Court to
prove itself, and we promise to keep an
interested eye on the results.
Judge Wetherby, for example, seems
to be proceeding on the idea that the parents in many cases of misbehaving juveniles are going to have to prove themselves to be good parents before the judges
the youngsters to be bad youngsters.
The item the other morning which told
of his fining seven parents for not sending their children to school was nothing
new, of course, as this action is provided
in law; but it reminded us of having seen
frequently of late where the trial commissioner has held parents for actually
contributing to the delinquency of their
• children. The contribution may be neglect, or failure to instruct properly or to
discipline when discipline is indicated, or,
in flagrant cases, perhaps even encouragement in "getting by" with offenses.
This seems to be the way of getting
at what most people will agree is the
fundamental responsibility. It is. however, a process that•requires a dine sense
of discrimination, which .we have po
doubt Mr. Wetherby possesses. For the
-parent's is not, of course, the only responsibility, and to suggest as much in all

cases would be taking the dangerously
too easy way to a solution. For another
thing, many a parent, being too often
himself the product of the same casual
upbringing, is likely to be bewildered and
skeptical if told that he is just as guilty,
either by omission or commission, as his
erring child. Too many parents are poor
parents out of simple ignorance of how
to be good parents.
Now, don't ask us how to impart the
proper information on the subject, or
what is wrong with our educational and
moral institutions. Judge Wetherby's
seems to be one way, although it comes
too late in most cases; and the best way,
whatever it is, shouldn't require a juvenile delinquent as the base of operations.
(Courier-Journal)
•
Paducah will never atop talking about
President

Truman's visit.

Charles Hatfield

tells me he was at

Sixth and Woad Streets as the presidential parade

passed. A than dressed in

overalls waved and lolled out: "Hi, Harry!" The President turned his head and
caught the friendly voice.'Instantlt the
nation's first citizen wived back and
shouted smilingly: "Hil-i-i-i!"—(Fred G.
Neuman in Paducah Sun-Democrat.)
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that
It Is a debt
paid in full."
BRADLEY
GEN.OMAR N.

URE, the war is over. That is, for most of
us. But how about those boys who left an
arm or leg on some battlefield hallowed by
American blood? How about those who came
home with nerves shattered...the thousands
upon thousands of battle casualties who must
have hospital care to recover from the physical
and mental agonies of modern war?

S

Did you know it costs $7,000 a bed just to
provide proper facilities for a wounded soldier,
sailor or marine? Did you know Uncle Sam must
spend about $5 a day for their care? You, as a
good citizen of the greatest country on earth,
have no more sacred obligation than to make
sure this care is forthcoming.
That is one reason why the Victory Loan
Drive must go over the top. And there are many
other expenses which go on, even though peace

KENTUCKY

UTILITIES
INCORPORATED

has come at long last. Mustering out pay, education of veterans, loans to help them buy a
home or get a start in business...all these are
part of your obligation ass citizen.
We Americans can well be proud of the way
we oversubscribed every War Loan, of the sacnSees that we sometimes made to do so. The final
drive is now on. It is appropriately named the
Victory Loan. When the voluntary solicitor
calls, match his own peacetime patriotism by
purchasing as many bonds as you can. And
remember ... Uncle Sam will pay you four
dollars for every three you lend him now.

The money you Invest in Victory Bonds will
help you carry out your plans for the future.
BUY THEM ... HOLD THEM.
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No Time To Retire

'Ouail, Rabbit
Season Opens Sat.

linty Agent's
Column

Trenton, Term. — A.P. — W.
E. Seat, 94, is out of a Trenton
political office for the first time
old-timers can remember. He
recently was swept out of his
mayor's office, which he held
for 20 years. Recognized for several years as the nation's oldest
mayor, he had been in politics
almost from the time he was
old enough to vote.
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Deaths-Funerals
Joseph T. Beck
Joseph Thomas Beck, 97, second oldest man in Caldwell
county, died at the home of his
daughter, Mrs. George Stephens,
Shepherdson street, Nov. 1. Mr.
Beck had a fall six weeks before
and had been ill since.
Born in the Dulaney community, Mr. Beck married Victoria
Castleberry, of this county, who
preceded him in death four years
ago. To this union, eight children
were born, two sons dying in

youth. Surviving are two daugh- lard Cummins, Hillary Barnett
ters, Mrs. George Stephens, Shep- Conway Lacey, Grayson Her
ardson street, and Mrs. W. T. raison, J. D. Alexander and Otho
Moore, Evansville; four sons, H. Towery; honorary pallbearers, K
F. and - Lee, Chicago, and Jim R. Cummins, Luther Kinsolving
and Billy, Princeton.
E. L. Sharp, Porter Hopper, Dr
Funeral services were held B L. Keeney and J. W. McFriday afternoon at Ogden Meth- Gough.
odist Church at 2 o'clock, with
Burial was in Cedar Hil
the Rev. J. L. McGee, officiat- Cemetery.
ing, assisted by the Rev. C. P.
Brooks. Mrs. Frank Wylie, Mrs.
Otho Towery, Gordon Lisanby Linar Hobby
and Elmer Carter sang, accomFuneral services for Liner
panied at the piano by Mrs. J. Hobby, 73, who died t?t his
home
H. Ratliff.
in Farmersville Saturday, were
Active pallbearers were Mi/- held Sunday afternoo
n at Don-

Shop All9Floors of
Good Furniture and
•Home- Furnishings

At The Churches

Police Fines For
October Total $505

Thursda , November 8,
..........................................................................................
..............

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Chas. P. Brooks, Pastor
Morning
Worship
Service,
Reports, read at Monday's City
10:55.
Council session, showed 27 cases
Christian Youth Fellowship
on Police Court docket during
October with fines and costs toTHE CENTRAL
taling $505, and actual collections
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
of $335. The highest fine assesed
Donal Wilmoth, Minister.
was $100 and costs, on charge of
9:45 a.m. Church School.
drunken driving, which carried
10:45 a.m. Morning Worship. with it revocation
of the driver's
Topic: "The Great High Priest." license.
7:00 p.m. Evening Worship.
Report of the treasurer showTopic: "Babes in Christ."
ed disbursements during October
totaling $5,607.26, with balances
OGDEN MEMORIAL
at close of the month in excess
METHODIST CHURCH
of $22,000. Receivable water deSunday School 9:45 a.m.
partment accounts for October
Morning Worship 11 o'clock. aggregated $2,267.47, with 10 taps
Sermon subject: "When All made during the month.
Only one fire was reported for
Our Boys Come Home."
October with an expense of $37.Youth Fellowship 6 p.m.
Evening Worship 7 o'clock. 50 for firemen's services.
Sermon subject: "God, A Man
and A Fish." The Youth Choir
will render special music.
Mid-week Prayer Service and
Bible Study Wednesday, 7 p.m.
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carry. Shown here,are
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from our new season
— smartly designed, selection
somely trimmed a n d hand.
fully equipped. Choosebeauti•
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in leather or fabric.

•SLIP COVERS and UPHOLSTERY MATERIALS
• DRAPERIES and CURTAINS

It is not too early to shop for Christmas
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Soft, Botany fabric pouch.
Tortoise r in g handles.
Brown and black. $6.50i
plus tax.
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new
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Corde pouch. Tortoise
frame and clasp. $10.50
plus tax
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Funeral services for, Barbara
Nell, infant daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Rogers, S. Harrison
street, were held Sunday at 1
o'clock at the home, with the
Rev. J. Lester McGee, officiatSTATIONERS
ing.
708 S. Main St.
Hopkinsville
The child, who was
two
11101101s old, was found dead,
cause unknown. Survivors are
her parents, two sisters, and
two brothers.
Burial was in Cedar Hill
Cemetery.

Cornette s

Mrs. Thee Guess died at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. Bud
McChesney, W. Main street, November 4 She was 91 years old.
Funeral services were held at
Crider Baptist Church Tuesday,
with the Rev. W. B. Ladd, officiating. Burial was in Bethlehem Cemetery, near Crider.

Jake Perry

Cozy All-Wool Pullover

Slim fitted waist! In green,
maize, pink, blue. 32 to 36.

Tailored to a TI

Ge

Shirt-Style Blouse, et
All-Purpose Slacks, IFO•ell
Blouse of tubbable white
pebble crepe in sizes 32
to 38. Part wool slacks
have tiny checks and mantype pleats. Sizes 12-18.

as
.
x CLIAR
GLOSS
Minimizes your ef.
forts for bright,
gleaming floors. So
easy to brush on because of its smooth,
flowing quality.
Dries to a hem film
that ignores bard
wear.

A non-sticky furniture
polish that mirrors the
true beauty of fine
wood. Conceal. unsightly scratches. Its
high polish protects
your most cherished
possession from dirt
and linger prints.

Polishing Wax

non 32 to
Has two front and back
graduated center pleats! 12
to 18.

u11113.59

,Jaunty checks, pet off by
bow steal Blue, and green.

Consisting of seven houses and lots in or near the City limits of Princeton;
And Two farms. One of 278 Acres located about two miles from Farmersville.
The other consisting of 107 acres and located near the farm of Mrs.Nan Groves
and between Crider and Dulaney.
House no. 1. Located on the North side of the Marion highway just opposi
te Frank Guess's
place of business and which had been occupied by J. E. Corley as
his home for several years,
consisting of about one-half acre with a nice frontage on the
improved highway and with
good garden and outbuildings, stable and horse lot. This is a
splendid home.

You can streamline your
day—enjoy idle moments—
when you let Lia-X"Home
Brighteners" help do the
work for you.

Does the work while
you admire the finish.
You maraly Aow it
on a dull surface to
achieve e beautiful
wax sheen. Its bard,
dry film protects the
d surface!someone:au
* wear. As anti-.lip
Pt.
loos covering.
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Mrs. Thee Guess

Festive
Colors!
Super version in Shaker
net with loop neck. Sizes
32-38.
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aldson Baptist Church, with the
Rev. E. R. Noel, officiating.
Mr. Hobby was a carpenter
and farmer and had lived in
t h e Farmersville community
nearly all his life. He is survived by his widow and two
brothers, Jim, Farmersville, and
Hampton, Princeton.
Pallbearers were Carol Wadlington, Spurgeon Blackburn,
R. D. Franks, Jim Son, S. A.
McGregor and A. E. Turley.
Burial was in Morse Cemetery.

Funeril services for Jake Perry, who died at his home north
of Princeton last Sunday were
held at Morgan's Funeral Home
Tuesday. There are no immediate survivors. Burial was in St.
Charles.
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COBB AND CEDAR - BLUFF
BAPTIST
Rev. John T. Cunningham
will preach at 2:30 o'clock Sunday afternoon at Cobb and at
Cedar Bluff Baptist Church Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Stegar Dollar,
Bowling Green, spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs.,,Dique Eldred
and family.

•SINK UNITS and CABINETS (custom sizes)

more

House no. 2. Located on the west side of the Evansville branch
of the I. C. R.R. and between
the rail road and the Hospital on the old Fredonia Road. This
house is almost new and is in
extra good condition. It is occupied by a good tenant who would
like to stay.
House no. 3. Lot no. 7 in Block F in the Nichols addition near
the Shirt Factory on White St.
This house was built just before this war and needs little if
any repair.
House no. 4. Lot no. 2, Block G. in the Nichols addition near
the Shirt Factory and adjoining
the factory lot and being at the intersection of Dollar St. and
the rail road.
Houses no. 5, 6 and 7 are three houses on the east side of
Short St. and known as the Farmer
property. This would make good investment property with
the owner renting all or living in
one and renting the other two. These houses have a good
roof and with a little repair would
be in top condition. About all they need is paint and paper.
Farm no. 1 is the Bailey Corley farm, formerly known as
the McGough farm, and consists of
278 acres of land about equally divided between bottom,
good ridge land and timber land.
It has a good house with an extra good well; one tenant
house in fair repair; an extra good,
large stock barn and is well watered by a pond, two spring
s, a second well and a creek. This
would make two good farms.
Farm no. 2 consists of 115.7 acres and adjoins the farm of
Mrs. Nan Groves between Crider
and Dulaney. This is reasonable ridge ground and has a fair
house and barn and with sufficient bushes to furnish all the bean poles you will need.
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BARGAIN DAY
hungry birds
pity for the
-station,
bought a feeding
fastened it upon a tree
eager expectation.
my reward, all undeserved,
moce than I could know—
incredible to see,
bright bird in the snow.
wonder is, in days like these
n costs forever soar,
handful of cheap seeds can
cardinal to my door!
—Frances Angevine Gray

!fins— Baker
wedding of Miss Arietta
and Plc Fred Baker
place in Hopkinsville, No• r 2, with the Rev. J. T.
• officiating.
ker i& a - daughter of
and Mrs. Robert Stallins,
Road. She is a graduate
Butler High School, Class of
She was recently employed
Detroit, Mich.
Baker, the son of Mr. and
Frank Baker, of North
ton, served in the EuroTheater about 3 years and
• ed an honorable discharge
r 90. The couple will rein this county for the
nt.
•

'Before her marriage October 25,
Mrs. James Dixie
Jones was Miss Nettie Jo Dal-.
zell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
R. H. Dalzell, Green street.

B & P W Club

The Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet Friday
night at 8 o'clock at George
Coon Memorial Library, it was
announced Wednesday by Mrs.
Duke Pettit, Jr. Mrs. William
L. Beck, home agent for the
on Auxiliary
Extension Service, will talk on
Ts Recent Bride
her work. Jo Ann Pickering
American Legion Auxil- will be
on the program, playing
met at the home of Mrs. the flute, accompanied
by Nancy
Nuckols, Highland Avenue, Groom.
Nov.
night,
1,
with
Mrs.
ay
7. Iliclor as co-hostess.
Claude Anderson and So-Sew Club
Mrs. Frank Wilson entertained
Robert Catlett were welas new members. Follow- members of the So-Sew Club
with a "Tripoli" party at the
the business session, a surhome of her sister-in-law, Mrs.
shower was given in honShellie Dunn, N. Harrison street,
d Mrs. Shelby Strong, a re- October
23.
bride.
Members also voted to make a
hostesses served a plate five-doll
ar donation to the War
to the following members: Fund.
es R. D. Leech, Mack
Refreshments were served to
Robert Catlett, Claude Mesdames Robert
Parsley, Earl
, Alvin Lisanby, S. A. Adams, J. R. McDowell,
Harold
, W. G. Larkins, V. E. Jones, Delmar Shortt,
Robert
Otho Towery, Harry Drake, Hugh Skees, Shellie Dunn
Jr., Shelby Strong, J. and Frank Wilson.
Morgan, Ernest Childress, week.
L Putman and Leonard

Card Of Thanks

and Mrs. James C. Salato
an are visiting her parents,
and Mrs. I. D. Worrell, W.
• street.
. and Mrs. Occar Boyd have
from New York City,
they visited their son,
Russell, USN, who is
• at at St. Alban's, Long
They attended the Navy
celebration in New York
October 27.
Chide Akin is visiting
in Memphis, Tenn., this
. and Mrs. C. L. Bromley
children, James, Norman
Helen, visited friends here
seek-end.
A. G. Butler has returna two weeks' visit with
Mlle Butler, in Washington,
C, Lt. and Mrs. Farley Bute.

We wish to express our sincere thanks and appreciation to
friends and neighbors for the
kindness shown, us during our
bereavement, in the death of
our infant daughter, Barbara
Nell. Also we thank the Rev.
J. L. McGee and all others who
were kind enough to extend
their services.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Rogers
and family.
ler, Arlington, Va., and Midshipman 'A. G. Butler, Jr., U.
S. Naval Academy, Annapolis,
Md.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Koltinsky
were visitors in Louisville this
1Hobart McGough, assistant
State Treasurer, Frankfort, spent
several days last week with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. McGough, Maple street.
Judge and Mrs. G. G. Harrelson
spent last week-end in Louisville.
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(My country — the land that yields my crops, that gives a living
to me and mine. I'll put my dollars to work for her.)

(I'll keep it one nation — prosperous and happy.):

VICTORY
(And a good living for all
the living that my backlog of
Bonds will make secure in the years to come ...for me,for my
community,for the boys who will be coming back from fighting
in their country's service.)
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Before her marriage October 25,
Mrs. James Dixie
Jones was Miss Nettie Jo Dalzell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
R. H. Dalzell, Green street.
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B & P W Club

The Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet Friday
night at 8 o'clock at George
Coon Memorial Library, it was
announced Wednesday by Mrs.
Duke Pettit, Jr. Mrs. William
L. Beck, home agent for the
' Auxiliary
Extension Service, will talk on
Recent Bride
her work. Jo Ann Pickering
American Legion Auxil- will be
on the program, playing
met at the home of Mrs. the flute, accompanied
by Nancy
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Robert
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Morgan, Ernest Childress, week.
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We wish to express our sincere thanks and appreciation to
friends and neighbors for the
kindness shown us during our
bereavement, ion the death of
our infant daughter, Barbara
Nell. Also we thank the Rev.
J. L. McGee and all others who
were kind enough to extend
their services.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Rogers
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S. Naval Academy, Annapolis,
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vote.
Voting divisions and polling
places for the referendum are
as follows:
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J. Y. O'Bannon
Pool's Store; Voting Division
No. 3, Friendship School; VotFor Immediate
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Crider School; Voting Division
No. 6, Farmersville School; VotMONUMENTS
Division No. 7, Hall School;
ing
SEE OUR STOCK—THE
g Division No. 8, Court
Votin
LARGEST IN WEST KY.
House (Princeton); Voting Division No. 9, Creswell School.
Paducah Granite
Eligible voters residing withMarble, Stone Co.
in the proposed district shall
cast their ballots at the polling
402 South 3rd Street
place for the division wherein
Paducah, Kentucky
they reside. Eligible voters not
Phone 799
residing within the proposed district shall cast their ballots at
the polling place for the division which includes their land,
or the greater part thereof.
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How To Relieve
Bronchitis

EOMULSION
CR
for Coughs,Chest Colds,Bronchitis
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W
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Brazil Has
Concrete Boom
Rio De Janeiro — A.P.
Brazil's concrete industry, stimulated by the wartime construction boom, is becoming more
self-sufficient with monthly production of 1,703,880 60-kilo bags.
There are only 24 concrete factories in South America, mostly
concentrated in Brazil and Argentina.
Evcrybody Reads The Leader

"NYLON"?
We realize the fad that women everywhere have been thinking of this
magic word for a long, long time.

ory
St
n
lo
Ny
's
el
nk
Fi
's
re
he
_
So
.•
No, we don't have them now.
p.

Nylons and YOU! Nylons are easily AmerBut we've been thinking a lot about
problem. Everybody wants them and that
ica's most talked about reconversion
Nylons?... How can Finkel's be fair to
is where we come in. What to do about
bridged Nylon story...
everyone? Here's our uncensored, una

3

within a short time

Nylon Stockings
the shipments will be in small quan
Will begin arriving in our store, but
einad
s available will be totally
tities at first and the number of pair
But we'll have them.
quate to supply the pent up demand.

1
2
3

possible in distributing them
We want to be as fair as humanly
mers.
custo
to all of our
broken fixtures and possibly
We do not want queues, near-riots,
ies.
personal injur
to a customer).
We want to distribute them (one pair

So this is Finkel's plan for

Selling NYLONS
it out completely includBelow you will find a coupon. Filland bring coupon to our
t)
rtan
ing your size (very impo
store.
ons will be filed and
BAng coupon to us at once. All coup soon as a quantity
As
pt.
r
recei
thei
filled in the order of
will be mailed in the
of Nylons is available post cards s for whom we have
omer
cust
the
of
all
to
ived
order rece
date to present
stockings available, telling them on whatof Nylons which
pair
one
hase
the card in order to purc
you.
will be ready, wrapped and waiting for

4:Ws
-

• Bring coupon to store.
by mail.
• Do not ask for stockings
• Please do not phone... request should
brought in.
• Please do not send us any money.

be

Finkel's, Princeton, Ky.
to
Please notify me when and where I may come
purchase one pair of nylon stockings.

RECIPE FOR RECONVERSION
s the peacetime hope
Home—happiness—a:A a job! That'
ty, America must
of our men in uniform. To make it a reali
nd plenty of it.
get down to peacetime business—a
means the largest
For the Telephone Company, this
of the telephone in
expansion program in the history
Kentucky.
diture of millions
It's a big order calling for the expen who have been
all
of dollars to provide telephones for
first jobs! A greatly
waiting for them. This is one of our
our farmer friends is
expanded telephone program Tor
distance service is
also in process. Expansion of long
the installation of
being scheduled too. It will include
with speed and concoaxial cables to handle more calls
facilities for that
venience for you, and provide more
of construction
exciting visual art—television. A massr vehicles is also
moto
to
ce
servi
new
a
and
done
is to be
in the offing.
into reality
These expansion plum are being translatedwill be work.
e
as fast as materials become available. Ther
mean prosperity.
And work means payrolls. And payrolls
make themtages
advan
the
body,
every
reach
its
The benef
y. For it's that
famil
every
in
,
home
every
in
felt
s
selve
the 3,326 men
friendly partnership between Kentucky and ing together
and women of the Telephone Company, work
for the advancement of their state.
ucky
There's every reason for confidence. What Kent
can do in peace.
and the telephone people did in war, they
Maand
y
Mone
There will be a marshalling of Men,
e for our state.
terials, to build a more prosperous futur
7. M. McALISTER, Me:quay

Manager
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exclusively yours

Did You Say.

SIAPN COMPANY
MUM SELL TELEPIONE ANS TELE
itic•mposATB.
•

Date
Name

(Please Print)

Address
Town or City
I wear size

•

Extra coupons may be had in our store for additional
members of your family.
ask our customers to be patient. It may take
•MOST IMPORTANT — we must
be filled. But we think the above plan is the
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e
befor
a long time
cult problem. We promise to be absolutely
a
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to
best way we know
impartial in filling requests.
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McMachan On The
Atom Bomb

Rev. and Mrs. C. W. DilBy Dorothy Brasher
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Young, worth, Mrs. W. M. Young, Mrs.
By Jack Stinnett
weekend Luke Quertermous and Mrs. C.
cent of the toys available this
of Paducah, were
Washington—When Brien McBy Dorothy Roe
Cort T. Taylor were in Paducah
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
guests
Newsfeature Writiir)
Christmas
will
be
senator
metal.
Mahon was running for
,AP
for- Monday.
the
is
Johnson
Mrs.
Henson,
shopin Connecticut, he was discussing
Limit On Steel, Rubber Toys
Peacetime Christmas
Mr. Morace Smith, of Coutermer Miss Burtel Henson, daughwith a reporter why his name
"There will be only a token
been saving for
you've
list
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Cort Henson. ville, Ill., is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
his
deletions
in
natbetter
known
was
not
few
of
showing
wheel
a
toys,
have
electric
nay
Mr. and Mrs. J L. Yancy left Everett Loff this week.
ive state, although he had made
thja year, but if you're a trains and mechanical toys," says
Mr. John Quertermous was a
Friday for their home in Tyler,
assisas
record
an
outstanding
find
may
you
James L. Fri, managing director
hunter
Tex., after spending a few weeks dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs. W.
Washin
general
tant
attorney
been
of the toy association. 'The orily
things that have
with Mrs. Yancy's parents, Mr. M. Young and Mrs. Luke Querington.
the war.
metal toy lines which will be
termous Sunday.
ing since before
and
Mrs. Louis Baker.
at
"I've never been very good
most produced in any volume will be
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young,
,0;est, brighest and
•
Mr.
and
E
Mrs.
J.
Hillyard
personal publicity," McMahon
addition to the the simplest type of stampedrly awaited
were the guests of Mrs. W. H. and Miss Ada Leeper were in
it
just
have
people
"Some
said.
nylon
are
out
metal
pack
toys."
Christmas
Madisonville Sunday.
McElroy Sunday afternoon.
and some don't; I'm one of those
Rubber toys also will still be
Mrs. J. R. Brasher was the
, already piling up in
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Townwho
don't."
rooms.
scarce, and plastic toys will be
acturers' stock
send, of Hazard, were guests of weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Senate's
the
of
As
chairman
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Brooks Sun- C. R. Brasher.
are due to appear on deal- available in about the same volbrand new committee on the conday evening.
shelves in time to supply at ume as last year, manufacturers
42the
energy,
atomic
Uruguay produces no crude oiL
trol of
a part of the Chrishmas predict. Textile restrictions will
year-old freshman Democratic
no more. About his only hobby is
Every woman on your list continue to limit production of
senator won't need any flair for
consider this the gift dolls.
DEATH — golf, which he shoots in the
personal publicity. He'll get it in SENTENCED TO
The scarcity of toys is further
a—but you'd better edit
Laszlo Bardossy (above), form- eighties. About his closest friends
already
has
He
himself.
Spite
of
initial sales will aggravated by the fact that more
' t well, as
started. By being in the Senate er Premier and Foreign Min- are his two partners of his forone or than five million extra children
-bly be limited to
less than a year and heading ister of Hungary, was sen- mer all-Irish law firm, Walter
have been added to the toy age
pairs per customer.
what everyone agrees is one of tenced to be hanged in the E. Gallagher and Richard J.
the
result
of
high
a
as
population
old Gifts In Demand
the most important committees country's first war crimes trial. Connor.
purchasing
birthrate,
wartime
hold gifts, to replace the
Concerning his new appiontever set up in the upper cham- He was convicted of serving
S. power is at peak level, and procher- German interests during the ment as chairman of the Senate
long
a
worn equipment of U.
broken
has
he
ber,
duction still has not reached high
will be most in demand
atomic energy control committee,
ished Senate tradilLon: that to war. (AP Wirephoto)
tniss,.ind-no .wife will gear.
_
he is deadly serious. To congratuseniors go theriums.
Are
Plentiful
Games
of
gift
Vie
about
Aside from his professional ac- lations, his most frequent comMISSING — Military and Civilian posses are searchinethrough
' in '45
Sen. McMahon was ,born in
list
the
toy
on
Most
plentiful
• g machine, a refrigerathe wild mountain country in Downieville, Calif., for three- Norwalk, Conn., and educated tivities, Sen McMahon does little ment was: It is a grave fesponthe old fav- year-old Dickie Tum Suden
an electric mixer or a vac- will be games—all
(above, shown with his mother). there until he went off to Ford- to attract the "personal publici- sibility.
cleaner. All these long- orites, such as Rook, Pit and Dickie disappeared from his parent's home Nov. 1. (AP Wire- ham and Yale to become a lawty" that some members of Conitems are rolling off Flinch as well as newer and fan- photo)
yer. His father, a building congress go in for. He has an atcomand
the
games,
cier
word
debut
already,
ly lines
tractor, was in politics up to his
tractive young wife and threetime
long
usually is still on a priori- petitive board games such as Letter Perfect
a
for
and
ears
Irish
Held
Be
To
Examination
those who have had Monopoly, Camelot and Bonanza.
was known locally as "watch-dog year-old daughter. He attends
Danville, Ill. — A.P. — When For Health Office Job
about as many of the Washington
names on the list the A limited supply of dart games Sgt. Don H.
the city treasury."
of
Wilson entered the
is available, and toylands will
Mrs. Margaret Pettit has reget their orders first.
So ,young Brien came by his social functions as he should and
the
in
Army
of
summer
1041
lucky families may even start off with some miniature
signed as senior clerk in the politics naturally and early. Even
his father, Walker Wilson, proNice 6-room dwelling — Locust street.
games.
More than 200,000,000 pounds
a new 1948 model car in croquet and bowling
Caldwell County Health Office at Fordham, he was nicknamed
is go- mised to write him every day.
doll
1945
Christmas
The
least
at
an
grade
rubber
black,
carbon
of
Christmas—or
"Senator" because he had said
for
when Now the boy is on his way and an examination to fill the
Furnace and other modern conveniences.
us jeep. And radios are ing to be hard to find, but
someday he would like to be one. important ingredient in tires,
Friday
held
be
will
vacancy
home
after
1,550
letters.
movhave
may
she
all his jobs were ap- were produced in the first half
ing in increasing numbers, you find her
However,
afternoon, Nov. 16, at Princeton,
not yet fast enough to able eyes once more and say
pointive until he struck out with of 1945.
Dr. W. L. Cash, acting county
extenan
have
She'll
"mama."
demand.
pent-up
the
fully
both fists flailing in the 1944
Get
British
Wallpaper
this
announced
officer,
health
One of every five narrow-neck
campaign against isolationist but
er and Junior are to get sive wardrobe, too, and perhaps
The
first
supLondon---4/1")—
week. Details may be obtained
Sen. John A. bottles made in the United States
popular
skates, tricycles, metal con- hair that can be combed.
and
able
Babyette dolls, exact models of plies of wallpaper made since the from merit system supervisor, Danaher. McMahon confidently in the first half of 1945 was a
Real Estate & Insurance
sets and prewar dolls
war began tvill reach shops soon. State Department of Health, 620
been writing to Santa a newborn baby, are available
predicted he would win by 35,- beer bottle.
you'll have to assist the with elaborate layettes, with or
000 votes; he beat his own preCorporation income taxes coltwin, Leprosy is caused by a bacillus
diction by 5,000.
t with the white whiskers without bassinets, and in
is
to
one
which
which
the
similar
than
by
tripstates
more
lected
What he had done before that
e early and determined triplet or quadruplet combina- causes tuberculosis.
1945,
led between 1939 and
it hadn't won him much
. The toy situation still tions.
—and
of
12,000,000
About
pounds
reaching $480,000,000 in 1945.
In the masculine gift line,
publicity in his home
personal
t, says the Toy Manufacfood a day go through New York
state—was to become, at 31, the
of America. Even though many long-missing items will be City's Washington Market.
Kansas accounts for one-sev- youngest man ever appointed asrestrictions were relaxed available in time for Christmas.
production of sistant U.eS. attorney general,
V-J day, less than 8 per These include new streamlined fountain pens, watches, sports enth of the flour
equipment, bar equipment, pure the United States, which totals and to hang up an enviable
silk ties and maybe—if you are over 250,000,000 sacks per year. record in that job. Out in Chicago, he prosecuted some chums
lucky—white shirts.
More than 15,000,000 pounds of of a certain notorious "Baby
And of course, now that shoe
rationing is ended, the most pop- hydrogen peroxide were pro- Face" Nelson.
ular gift, next to nylons, will be duced in the first half of 1945
He went down into "Bloody
in the U. S.
Harlan" county, Kentucky, to
Sew shoes for all the family.
prosecute coal operators and
county officials for allegedly depriving the coal miners of their
rights. He was maligned, threatened, even shot at, and the case
2 miles E. of Friendship School
1
20 Acres - 1/
was declared a minstrial, but his
threat to come back and try it all
Rooms - New Dwelling
aver again put an end to a bloody
labor war.
Sen. McMahon is a pleasant,
friendly, b u t serious-minded
ern conveniences - Water & Bath Room person. He is a vigorous liberal
in international affairs and this,
ice out bldgs. - including Brooder House and
coupled with his great capicity
for hard work, is what has carge Chicken House-Farm can be purchased
ried him so far in so short a time
in the Senate. That, and uncrop and tools - Priced for quick sale.
doubtedly a little private respect
on the part of his colleagues for
any man who could knock John
Danaher down in a political race.

BE FIRST!
Short On
Ration Points?
rye PASTEURIZED

ILK
r Added Meal Goodness
• INEXPENSIVE
• PURE
• WHOLESOME
• PROTECTIVE

Order GE Appliances NOW!

I'm Early
THIS YEAR
But you'll find all my Toys,
Dolls and Games at

CAYCE-YOST CO.

frigerator ever made. Other
appliances coming soon!

• CALCIUM
• PHOSPHORUS
• VITAMINS
• PROTEIN

ND •••
PASTUER1ZEIN
"THE FAVORITE AT STORE OR DOOR'

Place your order now, to be
among the first in Princeton
to own the finest electric re-

' collecWe'd like you to see our large
tion of toys and' chills while it's still
complete. Don't wait too long—come
in tomorrow and make your selection

Thursda
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Friday and arrived home that
day. Sergeant Ratliff had been
overseas in the South Pacific
area the last 3 years.

NUYS OF OUR
NIN•adWONEN
IN UNIFORM

Harold Hollowell Is
Honorably Discharged

Pfc Fred Baker Home
After 3 Years Overseas

Pfe Fred Baker returned home
last Wednesday after nearly 3
years' service in Africa, Sicily
and Italy. He is a son of Mr. and
Mrs. F. U. Baker, Route 5.

Methodists Will
Present Heralded
Temperance Drama

T/5 Harold • Hollowell, E. Main
street, was honorably discharged from the Army at Ft. Knox
Sunday. He recently returned
from duty in the European
Theater.

November 8, 19
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26 Prominent Citizens In
Cast Of "The Criminal"
To Be Offered Here
Tuesday, Nov. 13

One of the most thrilling pleas
ever heard in court will be preSgt. Samuel Ratliff Out
M.&
Capt. And Mrs. M. J. Alster sented at Ogden Memorial MeOf Army After 3 Years
thodist Church Tuesday night,
Sgt. Samuel M. Ratliff, on To Visit Gregorys Here
Capt. and Mrs. Mitchell J. Nov. 13. A young man, charged
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ratand little daughter, Su- with running over a mother
Alster
liff, S. Jefferson was honorably
was undischarged from the Army last san, will arrive today for a visit and little boy while he
influence of liquor, will
the
.
der
STATIONERS
11001!
11.1111{1111iiiiiii111.11111111iiiiiiii11111.11.11111111111111111111111111111111111111111/1
be on trial when 28 local citir•••114111111111111411•141.....1111111111.1111111101.,111111111.1111111111111.11111
Hopkinsville
708 S. Main St.
zens of this city present the
trial
murder
heralded
widely
entitled, "The Criminal". The
drama will begin promptly at a young man, influenced by pro- First Cards In U. S.
7:30 o'clock.
paganda and trapped by the
Printed On Leaves
The drama tells the story of modern liquor sales system. The
Legend has it that the first
he
what
for
prisoner pleading
cards made in the United States
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
judge
values more than life, the
were painted on leaves by the
R. S. Gregory, Hopkinsville
torn between pity and duty, the sailors who came over with Cobeen
has
Alster
Captain
street.
Two shipments of Oglesby and Harmony Blue
attorneys battling brilliantly for lunpus after they had thrown
stalloatod. at the Engineer Dea life at stake, the defendant's more orthodox cards over the
last
the
pot, Albany, N. Y.,
, the flapper, the side.
sweetheart
soon.
coming
Select Stock Granite
five months, and has recently
police officer and the coroner
been returned to inactive serThe Absent Witon the witness stand, the jury les Hubbard;
vice.
Hoffius; The Fathspellbound by the unfolding ness, Larry
H. Johnson, Portdrama are among gripping in- er, Hayward
If in need of a monument, contact
Lieut. Ralph Randolph
of this tremendously im- land, Ore.
cidents
Honorably Discharged
The jury: Rev. Charles P.
pressive and effective temperFirst Lieut. Ralph Randolph ance play.
Brooks, Frank Wood, *Rev. A.
has been honorably discharged
Mrs. F. K. Wylie,
The cast follows: Judge, Dr D. Smith,
from the Army Air Forces, in
Prosecutor, K. R. Rev. Donald Wilmoth, Otho FeaCash;
L.
W.
Army's
the
accordance with
M. Masters, Mrs.
Cummins; Defense Attorney, Rev. gan, Rev, F.
point system. His wife is the
Sheriff, W. 0. W. L. Davis, Lige Cook, Mrs.
McGee;
Lester
J.
Main
W.
former Allison Hearne,
Robert McGhee,
Towery; Clerk, Mrs. Leona Trad- W. 0. Towery,
PHONES: 96
street.
Bara
Bailiff, Millard Cummins; T. L. Amos and Hillery
er;
RES. —425
nett.
Flapper,
Long;
Harry
Policeman,
Wyle E. Piercy Gets
Admission will be free and a
Talley; Sweetheart,
Jeanette
Navy
e
From
Discharg
Prison- collection will be taken. The
James D. Keeney,
Keeney;
Joyce
Clemma
Wyle E. Piercy, Hawthorne
Webb; Coroner, Char- public is cordially invited.
OWNER and OPERATOR
street, has been honorably dis- er, George
charged from the Navy at the
U. S. Naval Personnel Separation
Center, Great Lakes, ni.
iiiii
liontouulimilipmmumminitliiiiii
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Gqmes for the entire family

49c/ up

Pull toys

53¢ up

Dolls

$1.47 up

Stuffed animals
Juvenile desk and chair sets

$1.66 up

Table with two chairs
Rockie Horse (metal holder)
ALL METAL SCOOTER (our special)

$9.10

Western Auto

Buy from the man who can back sales with service.
Normally Three Day Service

Jim Shrewsbury
OVER ELDRED'S HARDWARE
Phone 423-J

MILK!!
How is your milk supply? Are you getting plenty of fresh milk?
The Red Front Stores are fortunate in being able to get another car of their wonderful VALLEY LEA Evaporated Milk. None better. To sell at the same low price:

12 tall cans 95¢

3 tall cans 25¢
pound

26f

COOKIES,

Drip or Regular Grind

QUAKER

Del Monte Coffee, 1 lb glass jar 33f

CORN MEAL,

HEINZ CONDENSED

KELLOGG'S

can

NANCY LEE

TURNIP GREENS, No. 2 can

11(
11(

bulk, pound

20(

package

9(

Cut Green Beans, No. 2 can 12(
WEBSTER'S

TOMATO JUICE

DEL MONICO

STERLING

16 oz. jar 11(

IA
No. 2 can 10(

Table Salt, 2 lb. round pkg.
Krock Kured

SAUER KRAUT, bulk, pound Oft

2-gal. jar
1
Dill Pickles, large /

•
Battleship Pure Prepared

Royal Family hand packed

quart jar

TOMATOES,

+..+++,+
"We are the rows
of tiny crosses"
We are the rows of tiny crosses,

ance from this Agency,
you are bringing home

k

security."

49c
2 can 15(
/
No. 21

all sizes

Firm Wisconsin Heads

SWEET

89(
POTATOES, 1016.29c, bag $2 59
bag

Idaho Bakers or Cobblers,

(100 lb. when packed)

APPLES, ,

pound

10ft

5. lb. 29f

Fancy Nancy Halls or Porto Ricans
heavy and full of juice

GRAPEFRUIT,
YELLOW

ROMAN BEAUTY

5(

to repay

LOANS for HOME or

POTATOES, lb. 6c,
FLORIDA

proudly presents

West Kentucky's
finest MEN'S WEAR
STORE
•
...This fall, more than ever
before, our lines are complete ... you'll find a wide
colour selection ... a size for
every man. Try Cayce-Yost
first for quality men's wear.

11
SOCIETY BRAND
CLOTHES
41
MacGREGOR

ARROW SHIRTS
We are the hopes forever vanished,
We are the pattern unfulfilled.
We are the promise and the warning,
We are the balance sheet of progress.

We are the rows of tiny crosses.

FRESH

TURNIPS, purple top, lb.

(50 lb. when packed)

Cayce-Yost

41

d. b.

FLORIDA ORANGES, pound 11(

1
(

pound
large size

'ONIONS, 10 lb. visonet bag 49(

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

RED FRONT
CASH Sz CARRY STORES
4111M/

The war is over and we would like to forget. We are
impatient of restrictions, of political and financial complications. We are tired of our allies as well as our former
enemies. Would like to disregard the warning of the
crosses (just as all men have done after all wars in the
past.)

BUILDING repairs.
18 months, 12 monthl, and 6
months repayment terms on
other loans—depending on its
type or purpose ...and SER.'
VICE goes with them all!

Intersiale
Finance Corp. of Ky.
George A. Pottinger, Mfr.
Princeton, Kentucky

with re.

We must heed the crosses and win the peace this time
Though it take infinite patience and determination and
countless dollars it is worth it—because nothing is worth
at have waited ten thouswhile otherwise. The problem
and years for Mutton woo*%wavy. easier. Buy your
share of Victory Bonds.

Western Auto
Associate Store
JOE P. WILCOX
(OWNER and OPERATOR)

yet, volunte
to visit

re Sou
ves C

11

and TOPCOATS

We are the unseen at the council,
We are the silent who must be heard.

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
CABBAGE,

Kentucky

We are the guerdon of forgetting.

Fresh Baltimore Oysters, Cranberries, Celery, Head Lettuce, etc.

SWEET

Phone 212

CURLEE SUITS

plain or Iodized

FRESH

MUSTARD,

Princeton,

SPORTSWEAR
"When you buy insur-

Value Brand Stringless

KELLOGG'S

With Chicken and Tomato Broth

"Not For A Day, But
For All Time."

ALL BRAN, 10 oz. package 12(

SHREDDED WHEAT, package 11
EGG NOODLES

Insurance Agency
Established
1907

OXFORD SANDWICH

MARSHMALLOW STRIPED

C. A. Woodall

Searcy C.
officer of
reports
recruiting
Christian,
Muhlenbe
and
the counties,
been
adsnviii
chssai
inugurat
.ngand
:
:d
d hioc
rcounties,
. ue:tyby

Home Owned and Operated by
JOE P. WILCOX

ever moved if I hadn't taken FOR SALE — Tractor botto
strong purgatives. I often felt
plow. See R. T. Humpries, or
ltp
sore all over and my joints felt
phone 2922.
as stiff as rusty hinges. My nerS.
ves stayed on edge and I slept so FOR SALE: Home at 422
Seminary St. AU modern conpoorly that I never felt rested. I
garage
Among the hundreds of well lost fifty pounds.
veniences including
CampR.
H.
See
lot.
known business men gratefully
nice
and
after
relief
"Retonga gave me
bell, 403 Maple Ave., or phone
praising Retonga is Mr. J. Will everything else failed, and I
2tp
647.
Johnson, 308 West Kentucky St., wouldn't swap it for any amount
I
anything
eat
now
I
has
money.
of
Johnson
Mr.
Ky.
Franklin,
PROTECT Your good blanke
been in the plumbing and heat- want, my nerves have settled
from moths for 25c a year. On
takof
think
ing business in Franklin for the down, and I never
spraying of Berlou stops mot
fine
last thirty years. Discussing Re- ing strong laxative. I feel
damage for 5 years or Berlo
and I never expect to be without
tonga, he gratefully stated:
Pays for the damage. Walker'
"Few people ever suffered Retonga again."
Drug Co.
relieve
to
intended
is
litWhat
Retonga
.
more from indigestion
tle food I forced down just seem- distress due to insufficient flow LAUNDRESS — for shirts an
ed to lie in my stomach and turn of gastric juices in the stomach,
Ironing at home. 529 N. Dono
sour. I was often afraid to eat a loss of appetite, Vitamin B-1 deltp
van St.
bit, knowing the tortures I would ficiency, and constipation. Thoushave tb go through from gas ands praise it. Retonga may be WANTED TO RENT: Smal
at Dawson's Drug
bloating and indigestion. I don't obtained
house or unfurnished apart
think my bowels would have Store.
ment. Tel. Paul Christian
It
Farmersville Exch.
Tattooing is coritmon in Egypt.
The King of Spades is based on
King
David,
of
picture
an early
of the Jews.

AUTHORIZED RCA DEALER

•

Associate Store

Franklin Business Man
Had Lost 50 Lbs. And
Felt About Done For, He
His
States. Tells About
•
Case.

Radio Sales& Service

TOMATO SOUP

$5.30

The (j. S. Ar
• policY of
•on on vol
opened a ne
tilting office
the Doctor's
Sugg and M
be open fr
day exe
numben

RELIEF RETONGA GAVE IS
BEYOND PRICE, HE SAYS CLASSIFIED ADS

iiiii ummiumianuolumnimunisosnmsmoluil

bulk,

$9.85

olunteers
Caldwell g
t Madison

We will gladly put any article on lay-a-way for you with a
small deposit.

John Davis & Son

CAKES,

$8.65

ecruitm

an
Mark Cross Leather•Wilson Brothers Shirts
Pajamas•Timely Suits•Town and Country Lest
er Jackets Sportsman Toilqtries Wilson Spo
Sweate
Goods•Complete Line of Sport Shirts and

FIRST STOP FOR
RETURNING G l's

IN HOPKINSVILLE, IT'S

Cayce-Yost Co.
FINE MEN'S WEAR

904 S. MAIN
HOPKINSVILLE
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VICTORY
II MIN
s 1 r.
•

AWARDED FIRST PRIZE FOR
EDITORIAL EXCET.I.FNCE, 1944

Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, November 8, 1945

my Establishes
Office
ecruitingSought
From

$5 Million Hospital
To Come Back To State
coy Aarociated Press)

TRAITOR EXECUTED

olunteers
aldwell By Crew
t Madisonville

Darnall General Hospital at
Danville will be abandoned
soon by' the Army and is expected to be turned back to the
Commonwealth of Kentucky.
State officials at Frankfort were
undecided as to what immediate
use, if any, would be served by
the $5,000,000 institution, used
by the Army as a convalescent
center for mentally affected war
veterans.

Will Be Sold FirstCome-First Served,
OPA Announces
(By Associated Preen)

Army, following it's
e U. S.
policy of intensive concents,
• on voluntary enlistmen
opened a new and permanent
•ting office in Madisonville,
Building, Corner
the Doctor's
sugg and Main streets, which
,..ciclock
be open rrbm 8.44
day except Sunday. The
number is Madisonville

Mrs. Lucille Armstrong
Leader Of New School
Organization

A Forsenic Club was organized
Monday night, Oct. 29, at Butler High School, under leadership of Mrs. Lucille Armstrong,
senior sponsor.
Officers elected were Roberta
Dalzell, president; Sue Farmer,
vice-president; Rose Mitchell,
Renefeiph,secretary; Dotty Deasy..
treasurer, and Eudean Kennady,
business manager.
Among activities of the organization will be plays, debates,
dramatic reading, radio speaking,
The season is at hand to guard
extemporaneous and other forms
against botulism or forage poisof public speaking. Advanced
oning among farm stock, says
members of the club will enter a
a warning from the Kentucky
speech contest at Murray State
Agricultural Experiment Station.
College in March.
Feeds that may kill stock include silage, green and moist
corn, corn stover, corn fodder, Hickman Man Wins
shredded fodder, unhusked crib- Contour Contest
bed corn, baled hay and spoiled
A trip to Farm and Home
canned foods. In fact, any feed Week at the Kentucky College
that is immature or damp e- of Agriculture and Home Econnough to mold may be fatal to omics in January was won by
livestock.
Harold White in a Hickman
A FRIENDLY MEMORIAL TO FDR—On Thanksgiving Day,
Horses and mules are the county contour cultivation conWarm
at
Roosevelt
Delano
Franklin
President
late
friends of
forto
animals
e
most susceptibl
test. A factor, said Farm Agent
Springs, Ga., will dedicate a monument to his memory. The
age poisoning. Feeds that may
that
monument, a 200-pound artillery projectile will be placed in kill them may be fed to cattle Warren Thompson, was
main
front of the Warm Springs railroad station, at the spot where or to hogs. Soft, moldy corn, for White left areas along
steep hillsides
FDR decided to accept the nomination for New York's gubna- instance, may be safe for hogs waterways and on
of redtop,
sod
t
permanen
a
career.
to
political
major
his
upon
starting
so
tonal office, and
but fatal to horses and mules. timothy and lespedeza, and then
Inspecting the memorial, are Dr. Neal Kitchens (right), longHay baled when not thorough- planted corn on gently rolling
time friend of the late president, and (left) Mayor S. W. Alcorn, ly cured or when damp may deacres. All of his cultivated crops,
of Warm Springs. (AP Wirephoto)
velop a fatal mold. Piles of including small grain, soybeans
may
also
shredded corn fodder
and tobacco, were planted on
develop the botulism bacillus. the contour. The contest was
Corn in the husk in large, sponsored by the Hickman Counsquare cribs or in cribs solidly ty Farm Bureau, Hickman
boarded on two sides may be- County Soil Conservation Sercome unfit to feed, especially to vice and the Clinton-"Hickman
and mules. Loose hay County Commercial Club.
The Caldwell County Baptist account of the many requests horses
sometimes molds. Oat hay
also
conBaptist
the
from
coming
Rivers
Three
Association, the
has been known to kill horses.
Baptist Association and other stituency of west Kentucky, in
Immature corn is considered Speeds Corn Cutting
the
in
room
similar groups in this section order that every
How corn may be cut in apdangerous to chickens,
highly
have adopted resolutions pledg- hospital may be memorialized," and spoiled canned foods cause proximately half the time was
ing their support of a campaign Rev. Phillips added. "West Ken- many losses of chickens and demonstrated on the Charley
to raise $500,000 for the West tucky is predominantly Baptist pigs. Spoiled cans of fruit, veg- Callihan farm in Greenup counKentucky Baptist Memorial Hos- and the noble sons of such a etables and other foods should ty. Using a two-row sled corn
pital, to be built at Paducah. large group well deserve such never be dumped where they cutter, two men cut as much
The financial drive begins to- a memorial that cares for those may be eaten by chickens or corn in 30 minutes as they could
cut in 55 minutes with corn
day, the Rev. George W. Phillips, broken in body."
pigs, it is stated.
knives, according to Farm Agent
"Not only is the interest keen
Paducah, chairman of the comThe Y.M.C.A. was founded by John W. Irvine.
mittee in charge of the project, concerning such a project, for
Paducah among the Baptists, but Sir George Williams, who was
announced.
A "recruit" in the State DeBecause of interest expressed there is great interest among born in 1821.
s foreign service is on
partment'
tive
representa
elected
first
Many
The
among Baptists of this section, other religious bodies also.
Phillipine history was probation for his first two years.
in
Paduof
body
citizens
the
leading
of
ion,
incorporat
of
articles
the
He earns $2,500 to $3,400 a year.
inaugurated in 1902.
which were filed recently at cah of other religious faith have
in
interest
deep
a
Frankfort, will be changed to expressed
add the word "memorial" to the project and have spoken of
the name of the hospital, Rev. it as an asset to Paducah," Rev.
Phillips said. Its full name will Phillips said.
"The memorials will not be
be West Kentucky Baptist Melimited to any class or creed.
morial Hospital.
"This change was ,made on Floor plans in preparation by
the architect will indicate rooms
and spaces available to the public as individual memorials.
These will be presented presently as a part of the prospective
showing all phases of the hospital project.
"The hospital will also foster
a training school for nurses. A
nurse's home will be built in
conjunction with the hospital.
From twelve to fourteen doctor's offices are in the plans for
the first floor of the main building. All spaces necessary for airconditioning will be incorporatI
'
ed. A small chapel will be inLuxurious Fur Trimmed Slipper
cluded in the plans for gatherrabbit
the
in
pomp
of
bit
A
I"
of small groups and the
or
ings
blue
black,
on
collar
fur
classes for the nurses. It is hopwine •rayon. Leather sole!
ed that a suitable site is located
in the near future and the building begun in the early spring
Corduroy Velvet Platform Typo
of 1946."
go
A bedroom slipper so well
made it's worn as a house
slipper, too! Blue, wine, red.

Washington—New automobiles
soon to go on sale will not he
rationed, the govenrment announced Tuesday.
The OPA and War Production
Board, in a joint statement,
sada that „wttla nearly 24,000,000
cars now on the road, and new
production under way, "there is
no longer danger of a general
Searcy C. Glass, Commandbreakdown of the automotive
officer of the recruiting
transportation system."
Madisonthe
' reports that
The agencies added that as new
recruiting area will take in
production picks up, "newer and
Christian, Caldwell, Hopbetter used cars will also become
Isfuhlenberg, Webster, Mcincreasingly available."
"Naturally some individuals
and Ohio counties, and each
will be inconvenienced by their
the counties, and the cities in
counties, will be visited
inability to buy new cars immediately," said OPA Adminisuently by mobile recruiting
trator Chester Bowles. "We ask,
' with representatives from
Madisonville Station.
however, that dealers, everywhere give special consideration
Glass said that, although
to unusual hardship cases."
had been no widespread
No automobiles have been rartising and publicity caminaugurated from his office
tioned since last July when the
remainder of the general stockyet, volunteers have already
CZECH TRAITOR EXECUTED—The body of Joseph Pfitzner, pile of prewar cars was released
to visit the station.
No. 3 war criminal of Czechoslovakia, hangs from the gallows for general sale.
in Prague. Executed for high treason, he had served the GerThe decision against rationn
Saucepa
ure
man Nazis as deputy mayor of Prague. (AP Wirephoto)
ing means that, except for any
sales priority set up voluntarily
oyes Cooking
U. K. Band Soon To Have by dealers, new cars will be sold
new piece of cooaing equipfirst-come-first-served
a
on
t, the pressure saucepan, is
100 Musicians Again
g considerable interest
basis.
to
coming
J.
Prindl,
Frank
homemakers, according
OPA said that all records and
the University of Kentucky
certificates used in the car raMrs. Pearl Haak, food specMurray State Teachers tioning program and now held
at the Kentucky College
100 Members To Can- from
College this fall, is directing by the trade or the public "are
Agriculture and Home Econvass City To Get
the University's "Best Band in valueless and may be disposed
. . Because foods are cooked
Dixie!" Kept alive during the of."
Religious Information
r pressure, the time for
of
i s greatly reduced,
Approximately 100 members war through the cooperation
saving vitamins and and workers of Ogden Memorial a score or more of feminine
as well as fuel. The Methodist Church have volun- "horn tooters," the group this Nitrate Doubles
color of vegetables is also teered to assist in making a year is beginning to„take on the Rye, Oats Yields
• . Typical of the cooking Friendly Church Community Sur- post-war aspects of former days,
D. H. Roark of Simpson counare: string beans, 2% vey of Princeton Sunday after- and will soon bask in its former ty told Farm Agent Woodrow
; whole beets, 12 mm- noon, Nov. 4, from 2:30 to 4 glory of 100 musicians.
Coots that he is a firm believer
dried beans of different o'clock
in the use of ammonium ni30 to 35 minutes, and
By a decree of King Edward trate, having used it on rye
The survey is part of the gensteak, 25 minutes.
eral plan of American Methodism II all sturgeon found in Great and oats. In April, he top-dressed
during the current Year of Britain's waters, are the property a field of balbo rye with 100
word vegetarianism came Evangelism to reach one million of the reigning monarch.
pounds per acre, leaving a part
use about 1847 when the people for Chirst and the Methuntreated as a check. The unof abstaining from flesh, odist Church, and is in preparaportion made eight butreated
Spots
an
Alert Patrolm
and fowl became fashion- tion for future evengelistic plans
shels per acre as against 19 bu1,500 Stolen Autos
shels on the treated area. Mr.
of the local church.
New York — A.P. — At head- Roark further stated that he
in
Results will be tabulated
43-year-old had less fly damage on the
order to ascertain the number quarters they call
Stuff
Patrolman James A. Horn "Bring treated portion. Ammonium nilimits
city
the
within
families
of
o—(W)—After 78 days at
trate increased the yield of oats
the 'Em Back Alive Horn."
• big new aircraft carrier, of Princeton who comprise
30 bushels to 60 bushels
from
1931
in
force
the
joining
Since
ncy.
constitue
had participated in the Methodist
1,500 stolen per acre, he said.
recovered
has
he
Fleet's final "knockout" ofIt is estimated that more than automobiles. He says his secret
against the Jap homeThe island of Tahiti, shaped
out of every ten children of success is to list the license
nine
in
finally dropped anchor
in such like the figure 8, is 33 miles
care
missing
teeth
of
decayed
numbers
more
or
one
have
Bay. Billed for the ship's
them long and 402 square miles in
that night was the picture by the time they reach the age a way that he can read
area.
at a glance.
of six.
ation Tokyo."

Methodists Plan
Community Survey

Forsenic Club Is
Formed At Butler

Time To Watch For
Forage Poisoning

aR
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TAISTEETH. an Improved Powder to
Pistils.
be sprinkled on upper or lower
place.
holds false teeth more firmly In
Do not slide, slip or rock. No gummy,
TABfeeling.
gooey, pasts taste or
TEETH Is alkaline (non-acid). Does not
(denture
odor"
"plate
Checks
sour.
breath). Get PASTE/LTG at any drat
atm.

old-fashioned
Colors as bright and intense as the
appropriate u a
Christmas Ban colors. And how
Christmas gift—both flattering and

useful!

Distinctive 3 •
diamond creatinn in 14K ns.
curet gold settang.

3 brilliant diamonds in a delicately wrought
setting of 14K
gold.

24.75 29.75

Insurance Agency
117 W. Main St.
Princeton, Ky.

A sparkling diamond ins lovely 14K gold setting at a special
low price.

Modern styling
featured in this
14K gold solitaire with brilliant diamond.

A splendid diamond in an
elaborately
carved 14K
gold setting.

150.00up.
75.00 $28.50
and

Perfectly Matched Sets from
Lighters, $4 Value, $1.95

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

News

Prices increased twice as fast
'vt. Joe Long Home On •
I as during the
'urlough From Texas Camp after World War
Pvt. Harry Joe Long, Camp period of actual fighting.
annin, Tex., is on furlough
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
arry Long, and aunt, Mrs. G.
. Newman, Cave street. He will
Fee dio•ofort of POISON OAK,
eturn to camp Saturday.
ItOstmA, Trletly Neat, Snahens, Isshw

Ky. Farm News

appliJones was the first
county to reCaldwell
la
subsidy payment
to beef
September 19,
was issued
to Curtis E. George,
Caldwell Count y

Fulton county reports only
half a cotton crop this year.
Bourbon county seed dealers
report having sold tnolre than
double the amount of vetch seed
sold last year.
tog Sala. Chigger rer
Scalp or Sooty 16114 Three Sweaty
Vassar College has a departFoot. A issolleg, seeithIst lotion. 0•4
It
is
farmers
that
estimated
farmers
September 19,
ent of euthenics, developed to
It ******re sae Sr by melt. lite*
in
Nelson
who
county,
Laberaterleo, Tiorseee, ALL
planted
subsidy
the science of efficient living.
received $3,133.50
tobacco which was not root-rot
subsidy
The
sales.
tee
resistant to disease', lost at least
which
sales of cattle
$100, 000.
more
or
pounds
gop
In some sections of Livingston
a lot of
weight or was of
county, alfalfa was cut four
weight and
of similar
times this last year.
included in one weighing
Twenty 4-H club exhibits were
averaging 800 pounds or
included in 35 window displays
liveweight, and which was
Your car should be stolen tonight!!
in Bell county recently.
mininot less than the
A ten per cent increase in milk
which
in
zone
price for the
production over a year ago is
miniunal was sold. The
noted in Scott county.
Kentucky is
for
price
The third annual farm tour of
the Kiwanis club in Clay county
farmers in
805
October
ing
was held in September, when 15
have been
ell county
farms were visited.
of
sales
for
drafts
subsidy
high seed
prices, THREE ACES REUNITED-America's three aces of the air war in Europe were reunited in the
Despite
practically all sheepmen in Ohio flight test section of the air technical service command at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio. They
county have sowed grain and are (1 to r), with the enemy planes to their credit: Capt. Don S. Gentile, Piqua, Ohio, 30,
BIGGEST CANNON - T h e
crimson clover for early spring Capt. John T. Godfrey, of Riverside, R. I., 37 and Lt. Col. Francis S. Gabreski, of Oil City,
army's newest gun, built by
from
pastures.
Pa., 31e•I •vras an occasion for Godfrey to tay-,back some English pounds he borrowed
Mesta Machine Co., can fire
Robert Snow of Gallatin coun- Gentile two years ago. (ATSC photo via AP Wirephoto)
a 36-inch, two-to;shell, which
ty has 16 grade cows which prowas developed too late to help
duced 100,000 pounds of milk in
smash German and Japanese eight months.
armies.
(AP
o)
Wirephot
&ohm,
A bumper crop of hay, twice
you suffer from hot
highstrung.
ef west, nervous,to the tunewholemilk and butterfat, total- that of last year, has been harst times-due
to
without reservations. But it is promised a little, the author
-middle-age- period peculiar
By W. G. Rogers
These covered vested in Knox county.
-Lydia ing $25,864.87.
ry this great medicine
D.
G.
to
of
Johnson
Gambill
"absurd oversimplification," says, and they finally reached
Compound
an
Vegetable
sales for July, August and SepNever, I suspect, has so much
Pinthism's
county harvested 11 loads of hay
such syinotums. IVO One Of
to blame Lodge alone the point where they stood pat.
he
charges,
to
1945,
tember
many
NATURIL.
C.
E.
on
so
according
laid
been
blame
Although the war is over Uncle Sam
d RCVS medicines for this
from a half acre in four cuttings.
He does not indefeat.
its
for
known
George,
erchairman
AAA.
us
Caldwell
What Wilson did was to fight
people for such momento
Follow label directions.
members in
Four-H club
he announces, to "kick
needs waste greases for many uses. So keep
rors as you'll find listed in this tend,
ly for his League; what
Graves county have canned 25,of Lodge nor to whit- stubborn
of Wilson, the League of the corpse
study
stubbornto
fight
was
did
Lodge
saving grease, and call in your dead stock
692 quarts of food, have frozen
the en the tomb of Wilson."
the Senate and
ly for his reservations. Bailey
1,229 pounds and dried 500 Nations,
That's an unnecessary dis- blames Wilson more than Lodge
to the KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS.
American electorate, from Wilpounds.
from Paris to claimer, for in effect he kicks for not yielding; he blames the
The Florence Homemakers' son's final return
We will remove all dead stock promptly and
under the corpse of Wilson and whit- one who wanted the League
Club in Boone county sponsored the "death" of the League
his
"With
Lodge:
of
ens the tomb
free of charge.
rather than the one who didn't.
a county-wide flower show in Harding.
Bailey states his own prefer- own sickly hands Wilson slew
Bailey, in
says
erred,
September.
Wilson
Call collect: Uniontown, Ky. 55 or Morghis own brain child . . . He who
Many farmers in Washington ence in the foreward: he wishes
not having a larger Republican
to
Allies
the
forced
had
who
ratified
anfield, Ky., Phone 239.
county are preparing permanent the League had been
representation in Paris, in not
write the League into the treaty
tobacco patches, one dealer selgiving the Senate more informaThanking you in advance,
unwrote it."
ling more than 11,000 pounds of
tion about the League, in making
cornLodge
and
Both Wilson
vetch seed.
his cross-country tour to appeal
More than 600 4-H'ers in
to the American people, in not
Breathitt county attended a
resigning after he collapsed,
recent field day at Quicksand.
even in not dying instead of
H. Y. Landrum of Barren
merely collapsing.
county harvested three times as
He continues, however, in a
on
unas
hay
much lespedeza
chapter with which only rabid
treated land.
isolationists will disagree, that
More than 100,000 pounds of
our failure to shoulder our intobacco were primed by farmers
(Clip and keep handy for ternational responsibilities had
in Taylor county this fall.
daily reference and shopping tragic consequences.
In Garrard county, 555 4-H
aid.)
For the future he would ban
have
clubs
in
13
club
members
Raymond "Shortie" Rich is prepared to
politics from foreign affairs, drop
65,500
produced approximately
the Senate's two-thirds rule, sacpounds of meat and canned 9,500
MEATS, FATS. ETC.
rifice some of our sovereignty in
jars of food.
service all plumbing, heating, repairs or in-.
security,
It is estimated that root-rot
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a
show
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will damage the tobacco
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Fl
through
October 31.
Green county to the extent of
good through November 30. toward friendly nations.
$100,000 or more.
Ll through QI good through
A recent survey in Mercer
December 31. RI through VI
county shows there are fewer
good through January 31.
breeding ewes than in any year
since 1935.
In Perry county, 125 pounds of
For You To Feel Well
Sugar stamp 38 valid thrmixed seed of winter greens
24 hours every day, 7 day• every
5
lbs
for
Good
31
Dec
ough
week, never stopping, the kidneys filter
will be distributed at cost to 4-H
waste matter from the blood.
Pepsi-Cola Compass,Long Jalatui CV",N.TA
(Be sure to put your name
If more people were aware of how the
club members.
kldney• must constantly remove surand number on canning sugar
Pepsi Cola HophinsvUle Bottling Company
d
Bottler:
waste
Franchise
other
plus fluid, excess acids and
coupon.)
matter that cannot stay in the blood
would

Woodrow Wilson

Great Betrayal

204 Ratliff Street
Phone 784 Day or Night

Watch for this ration news
bulletin every week in this
paper. Published to aid our
customers and all food buyers
in Princeton as a friendly
helpful service by

Am krpima:

"THERE ARE HUNDREDS
OF GASOLIN ES...BUT
ONLY ONE Dr

without in'ury to health, there
be better understanding of why the
whole system is upset when kidneys fall
to function property.
Burning, scanty or too frequent urination sometimes warns that something
I. wrong. You may suffer nagging backache, headaches, di:einem, rheumatic
pain., getting up at nights, swelling.
Why not try Doan's Pills? You will
be using a medicine recommended the
country over. Doses stimulate the function of the kidneys and help them to
flush out poisonous waste from the
blood. They contain nothing harmful.
Get Doon's today. Use with confidence.
At all drug store.

sold on a money-back
This amazing motor fuel is
-cylinder lubrication,
guarantee. In addition to upper
speed, power, pick-up, mileNew D-X delivers extra
performance ... quickerage ...smooth anti-knock
D-X or D-X Ethylstarting. Try a tankful of New
at any D-X Station today.
CORPORATION
MID-CONTINENT PETROLEUM

etween now and November 21,
B
thousands of Army veterans will

Construction Lags
HEN TVA enthusiasts give In Tennessee and 26 per cent in
out figures showing the Kentucky; in the nation, 30 per FEDERAL TAX ON CORPORATION INCOME - The
Industrial progress of "the cent
same source reports taxes paid
valley states," one important fact
Fertile Land Flooded
on corporate income for 1943
The truth
is carefully avoided.
CASH FARM INCOME - The
;
is that business-managed electric Blue Book of Southern Progress were $82,719,209 in Tennessee
The
companies supply by far the reports that cash farm income $112,518,065 in Kentucky.
failed to
greater part of the power in from 1929 to 1943 (covering the income tax which TVA
not acthese states with one exception. whole TVA period of develop- pay on its income would
.
That exception is Tennessee, ment) increased 135 per cent in count for such a difference
CONSTRUCINDUSTRIAL
where the TVA operates as a Tennessee, 140 per cent in KenBook reports
great special privilege govern- tucky; in the nation, 133 per TION - The Blue
that construcion contracts awardtnent monopoly.
cent.
ed in 1944 for Tennessee totaled
Kentucky is one of "the valFARM TAXES - The United $5,605,000; for Kentucky $16,275,ley states" but it also is a state States Department of Agriculture
000. Tennessee ranks as lowest
where the free enterprise tradi- reports that farm real estate taxin the south with the sole exception still flourishes and electric es per acre for 1943 were 40
tion of North Carolina.
companies under business man- cents in Tennessee (highest in
Kentucky Forges Ahead
agement are helping promote a "the valley states"); 35 cents in
The. huge acreages
TAXPAYING CORPORAsteady postwar industrial growth. Kentucky.
The same is true of Alabama, of rich valley land flooded out by TIONS - The United States
Georgia, Mississippi, North Car- TVA dams undoubtedly contrib- Treasury Department reports
olina and Virginia.
uted to an increased tax burden that between 1933 (when TVA
was authorized) and 1939, Ten •
for other farmers.
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Engine Parts Protected
by the Special lubricant
Blended into OX Mots Fuel
liii

ta v

AM IMPORTANT DATE FOR
THOUSANDS OF ARMY VETERANS
NOW IN CIVILIAN LIFE

Yea, New DX 41 different from ordinary
gasoline', because it contains a special,
high beat-resisting lubricant to protect
upper-cylinder parts.

One trial of New DI
with its different feature of
UPPER-CYLINDER LUBRICATION
will convince you

NOV. 21,1945
reenlist in Uncle Sam's new volunteer peacetime Army. Becausemen who have been discharged between May 12 and November 1 of
this year and reenlist on or before
November 21 will be able to return
to the Army with the same grade as
they held when discharged.
Men with six months of satisfactory service discharged as privates
will, on reenlistment before November 21, be given the grade of private
first class.
Men now in the Army who apply
1
for discharge after NOVEMBER
for the purpose of reenlisting in the
Regular Army will also retain their
present grades, if they enlist within
20 days after discharge and before
FEBRUARY 1, 1946.
"BEST JOB IN THE WORLD"
These special privileges are typical
by
of the new law recently passed
Congress. Few opportunities for a
lifetime career offer as many attractive advantages.
Can you think of any other job
your
that would give you good pay, medfood, clothing, quarters, free
e
world-wid
ical and dental care,
travel,30 days'furlough every year,
education and training in ally of
nearly 200 skills or trades, and
enable you to retire with a life income any time after 20 years'service
There isn't any! That's why a
job in the Regular Army has been
called "The Best Job in the World."
PAY PER MONTHENLISTED MEN
In Addition Is Food, Lodging,
Clothes sad Medial Osto
(a)-Plus 20% Incresse for
Service °vomits,.(b) Plus
50% if Member of Flying
Crews, Parachutist, etc. (e)
Plus 5% Increase in Pay for
Each 3 Teets of Service.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE NEW
ENLISTMENT PROGRAM
2, 2 or 3
/
1. Enlistments for 11
years. (1-year enlistments permitted
service.)
months'
6
vdth
for men
2. Men reenlisting retain their
present grades, if they reenlist within 20 days after discharge and before
Feb. 1, 1946. The some applies to
men discharged between May 12 and
Nov. 1, 1945, who reenlist before
Nov. 21, 1945.
t
5. An increase in the reenlistmen
bonus to $50 for each year of active
service since the bonus was last paid,
or since last entry into service.
overseas.
4. 20% extra pay when
5. Paid furlough, up to 90 days,
depending on length of service, with
furlough travel paid to home and
return, for men now in the Army
who enlist.
6. Mustering-out pay (based
upon length of service) to gal men
who are discharged to reenlist.
7. Option to retire at half pay fee
the rest of your life after 20 years'
service -or three-quarters poy after
30 yisers. (Retirement income in
grade of Master or First Sergeant up
to $155.25 per month for life.) All
previous active federal military service counts toward retirement.
8. Benefits of GI Bill of Rights.
Family allowances for the
of enlistment for dependents of
who enlist or reenlist before
1, 1946.
10. Choice of branch of service and
overseas theater in Air, Ground or
Service Forces on 3-year enlistments.

9.
term
men
July

MONTHLY
RETiltEMENT
Sforfieg
ASTIR:
INCOAll
Sore Pay
20 Years' 30 Years'
Per
Service
Service

Master Sergeant
or First Sergeant $138.00 $89.70 $155.23
128.25
74.10
14."t6
Technical Sergeant 114.00
108.00
62.40
Staff Sergeant . . 96.00
87.75
50.70
Sergeant . . . . 78.00
74,25
42.90
Corporal . . . . 66.00
45.10
60.75
Privets First Class . 54.00
32.50
36.25
Private . . . . 50.00
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Kentucky's Corn
Crop Averages 30
Bushels To Acre

Random Harvest

Bamenda—(R)—An African woman living here in the British
portion of the former German
territory of the Cameroons, West
Africa, has found 16 bars of gold
buried in her garden. It is beFor the second time in 40 lieved that the gold was hidden
years KentUcky has a corn crop by Germans during the First
yielding an average of 30 bu- Great War.
shels an acre, according to the
State College of Agi iculture and periment Station is bringing
Home Economics. The other 30- higher acre-yields of all kinds
bushel crop was produced in of cultivated crops, small grains,
legumes and other crops, he
1942.
The Kentucky corn crop is said.
About 65 percent of the Kenestimated at 77,130,000 bushels,
acreage this year
or 10,000,000 bushels more than tucky corn
varieties,
was produced last year. The was planted to hybrid
said this
big crop was made despite ad- and Mr. Johnstone
yields of 8 to
verse weather conditions, espec- meant increased
ially at the beginning of the sea- 10 bushels to the acre.
He added that most of the
son. Cold, wet weather caused
could
poor stands and made replant- corn acreage next year
corn, since
ing necessary in many instances. be planted to hybrid
certiImproved soil fertility and about 200,000 bushels of
was produced
the growing of hybrid corn fied hybrid seed
enough hybrid
were two principal factors bring- this year. This is
The
ing the big corn yield, according seed to plant 1,600,000 acres.
2,500,000 acres
to W. C. Johnstone, crops man state had about
devoted to corn this season.
at the college.
The long-time fertility-buildThere is no 'divorce in Hindu
ing program of the College of
Agriculture and Agricultural Ex- law.

With eggs bringing good prices,
it will pay producers to take
good care of eggs before they
are marketed, says Stanley Caton, field agent in poultry, at
the Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home , Economics.
In Circular 349, "Good Eggs for
Market," Mr. Caton stresses
these points:
1. Use every precaution to
have clean eggs. Clean the few
dirty ones with emery cloth or
steel Wool.
2. Keep a deep litter on the
laying house floor at all times.
3. Gather eggs frequently, especially in the morning when
most of the eggs are laid.
4. Cool eggs for 8 to 10 hours
before packing them in cases,
small end down.
5. Keep eggs in a cool, moist
room where the temperature
does not exceed 68 degrees, and
where they won't freeze. A cellar is good.
The 1945 Thoroughbreds of Murray State College (pictured above) will play Illinois Wesleyan of
Copies of Circular 349 may
,at 2 o'clock, ãn
Bloomington, Ill., at Murray in Cutchin Stadium Sablarcbly afternpon, Nov. 10,
had at offices of county and
their annual Homecoming game.
home agents, or from the college, Lexington.

What It MeansLISTEN TO LISA SERGIO...AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO....EVERY MONDAY

If you wont o lotion
that really does things for
dry skin, this is it. Incredibly
rich in lanolin, it smoothes, softens, coaxes your skin to a velvety texture Quickly absorbed.
Leaves no sticky feeling. Wonderful for your body as well as
your face and hands. $1.

"Princeton's Finest Department Store"
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Washington, (iP)— Since 1940
Kentucky has lost 10,223 of her
252,894 farms counted that year,
according to preliminary census
of agriculture 1945 figures released here today by the Department of Commerce, Bureau
of Census.

110MED UNDER AUTHORHY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY SY

IOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CC

Navy and Air.
Some opposition ti this plan
has developed in the Military Affairs Committee, Acting Chairman Edwin C. Johnson (D—
Colo.) has made a counter-proposal which would authorize a
department of military security
with six branches: Air Corps.
Army, Navy, Procurement, Military Intelligence and Military
Science.
Sen. David I. Walsh (D—
Mass.) has been a lone voice, in

BENDIX AUTOMATIC

GO
EASY

Home Laundry
Come In And See It
on

your red points; save

them for occasions when
needed most.

Fills itself with water
There are plenty of pointfree foods to provide well-

2 Washes clothes, then

balanced

3 Triple rinses, and

diets

our delicious

4 Damp dries them, then

including

Creamed

Cottage Cheese, which contains all the tissue-building

5 It empties itself, and

proteins of meat.

6 Cleans itself, and
For good health and real

7 Shuts itself off

enjoyment, phone 161 for
a tempting, fresh carton

All Automatically.

delivered to your door.

Come in, talk it over, get your name on our first-to-be served list

B. N. Lusby Co.
Phone 88
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NEW
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Farming Acreage Loss
Reported In Kentucky

The effect af this massive
BY JERRY KORN
Washington—The war appears pressure on the legislature has
to have developed the habit of been gradual, but pronounced. A
aggression in both the U. S. reporter who canvassed the SenArmy and the U. S. Navy.
ate recently for opinion on the
With war's end they are now
Army-Navy merger wrote that
genbattling each other—like
had been unable to discover a
he
tlemen, of course, but like twovoice in opposition to the
single
fisted gentlemen—over the issue
In Front
plan although advocates were Down
of consolidating the two services
bid to
a
Belfast—(1P)—In
plentiful.
under a single department.
stamp out bad conduct at movie
Four Reasons Given
the
of
some
to
has given rise
The Army, which has occasion- theaters, names of boys whose
strangest posturing seen in this
shown itself as adept with bad behavior has resulted in
ally
capital in years. The generals
as with artillery, has given court summons are flashed on the
words
and the admirals don's like it.
four telling reasons for screen. The offenses range from
Congress
The sailors are afraid they
ripping upholstery off seats to
merger:
the
adopting
would lose their identy in a
1. The atomic bomb and its de- street attacks on theater attennuis
Army
reshuffle, for the
velopment, as well as the devel- dants.
merically superior.
of defenses against it, the Naval Affairs Committee, in
opment
Since the plan was first procould best be handled by a uniposed, with Army backing, the
opposing the departmental
fied command.
Navy—always proud of its abiliresearch and ex- change. Walsh has suggested a
Scientific
2.
ty in a fight—has been sniping
periment would be aided by national defense council consistat it to discredit the project
unified sponsedship and a free ing of War, State and Navy, with
before the people.
exchange of ideas.
the President presiding.
Navy Losing Ground
3. Air power, now in a somePresent indications are that
Whatever form the bill finially
subsidiary position in both
what
the Naval supporters have been
takes, the struggle over consoliwould
Navy,
the
and
the Army
losing ground in recent weeks
dation may be the last engagebe raisted to the status it deserand may soon be forced to drop
ment in a long fight between
ves.
their harrying tactics and bring
Army and Navy. It is for ConCoordination of air, sea and
4.
their big guns into play.
gress to decide.
forces has been demonland
If they hope to stave off the
strated to be a necessity in global
unification plan, they will have
warfare. Where it was missing,
to move fast, because a bill for
Army says, we came close to
the
consolidation is already under
comqlete failure of operations.
the Senate
consideration in
(Pearl Harbor is cited as an exMilitary Affairs Committee.
ample.)
genimportant
every
date,
To
Author Is Hill
Army—Marshall,
eral of the U. S.
The consolidation bill was proEisenhowser,Arnold and Macposed by Sen. Lister Hill, AlaAuthur among them—has back- bama Democrat, and provides for
ed the project. Such weight can- a department of armed forces unnot be lightly set aside by Navy der a civilian secretary, aided by
men.
under secretaries for Army,
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High Priced Eggs
Merit Good Care
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Don't fail to visit the showroom of the
Chambers-Moore Motors to
see the new 1946

